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Benefits of Outdoor Exercise and Fresh Air
During Quarantine
By Emily Richards

For over a month, Mercy students have been asking themselves how they should get the same
exercise they did at school when they don’t move around as much now that they are doing online
schooling. While it is expected that we all follow social distancing guidelines, this does not
prevent us from going outside. In fact, it can be very beneficial to go outside and exercise after
staying inside for the majority of the day. It is scientifically proven that going outdoors can help
to increase engagement in learning by increasing critical thinking, creativity, and curiosity. Going
outdoors can also reduce some symptoms of depression and anxiety, which are things that are
affecting many of us after not being able to see everyone for whom we care.
At the moment, there are many opportunities open to the public for exercise. Many believe
we are required to stay indoors, but that is simply
not the truth. While this is highly suggested for
areas that have dense populations, by wearing a
mask and practicing all of the social distancing
skills that we have been taught, we are still able
to go outside and be active. Many national parks
are open to the public without their usual entry
fee; however, park closures vary from state to
state. Fortunately for us, state parks are currently
open in New York, but it is advised that you do

not bring along anyone who you do not currently see on a day-to-day basis in order to prevent
possible spread. It is also recommended that no one travels far to visit state parks, that everyone
wears masks, and that people avoid crowded areas. Currently, NYS suggests not attending Lake
Minnewaska and Sam’s Point
due to the large number of
people currently visiting on days
with nice weather. As of this
writing, the Stony Kill Area and
Foordmore Area at Minnewaska
are closed until further notice,
as well.
Even beyond the state parks,
there are plenty of opportunities
for everyone to go outside. The
option to go on walks, runs, and
bike rides are always available
to us as long as we follow social
distancing guidelines. So, if you
are looking to go outdoors and
get exercise, there are plenty of

Left: Junior Amy Brennan plays tennis against
her garage door. Right: Junior Holly Bagley
enjoys a hike along a stream. Photos courtesy of
Amy Brennan and Holly Bagley

COVID-19 Pandemic Impacts
By Emma Raymond

The recent pandemic has changed many facets of daily life, and it has also impacted the environment globally. With the majority of the population working from home, refraining from road
travel, and ending air travel plans, emissions that harm the ozone layer have decreased. Similar to
Mercy faculty and students, NASA employees have continued their studies remotely. NASA has
reported that “from space, NASA’s Ozone Monitoring Instrument aboard the Aura satellite and
the European Space Agency’s TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument aboard the Sentinel-5P satellite, have provided the data behind the images of rapidly falling nitrogen dioxide levels around
the world due to people sheltering in place.” Cities worldwide have seen reduction in carbon
emissions as high as 25-50%. Although this is one good thing coming out of a disastrous pandemic, many people have lost their lives and countless others have had their livelihoods completely
turned upside down.
Another impact on the environment has to do with essential workers in agriculture. Farmers

have experienced hardship in the past year with weather issues and price drops that make production outrageously expensive. Now more than ever, it is crucial that farms and ranches keep going.
According to Farm Bureau, although shelves in grocery stores have been cleared over and over
again, farmers are still facing hardships. Without usual demand from restaurants, schools, and
universities, prices have dropped. Namely, milk prices have dropped by about 40% and constant
hoarding of food by consumers has also hurt meat production. Many meat processors have had to
close due to outbreaks in their workplace which limits the amount of meat coming to the grocery
store. Overall, COVID-19 has prevented frequent travel and decreased carbon emissions. But at
what cost? Will emissions continue to rise from where they left off when life resumes? Will grocery stores and farmers recover? Time will tell, but as of right now, it is important to remain safe
at home and to keep in mind those around you when buying groceries.

World Water Day: Caring for
the Earth While Separated
By Lola DeAscentiis

Sunday, March 22, marked World Water Day, an annual event created by the United Nations
that aims to bring awareness to the correlation between water and climate change. Traditionally, Critical Concerns Day has fallen around the same date as World Water Day. This helped the
seventh graders, who focus on the concern of Earth, to draw connections between what they were
learning and real-word climate issues that exist today. While Critical Concerns Week plans have
been revised due to online learning, the UN was still able to raise awareness for climate and environmental issues on World Water Day.
Typically, this day physically brought people together to discuss the global water crisis. Since
it was not possible to be physically united, the UN offered helpful resources on how to host World
Water Day events online. This included using video streaming services such as YouTube and
Facebook live, sharing presentations that can be viewed at home, and using blogs and video calls
to hold virtual discussions. Information about the water crisis and how to raise awareness for
World Water Day was heavily promoted on social media as well.
Overall, the message of World Water Day 2020 is the hope that many are in need during this
difficult time. Instead of focusing on climate damage, the UN promoted hope and positivity by
reminding everyone that water has the power to fight climate change. They highlighted many of
the ways water helps the environment. This included wetlands that soak up and store greenhouse
gases, wastewater that can be transformed to irrigate fields, and climate-smart agriculture that
reduces waste. Even better, several social media posts and webinars offered advice on how everyone can help conserve and protect water by simply taking shorter showers, choosing plant-based
meals, and more.
So, while Mercy was not able to celebrate Critical Concerns Week as planned, World Water

Day was the perfect opportunity for the Mercy community to honor the Critical Concern for Earth at home
and work toward a more eco-friendly future. However,
it doesn’t have to stop there. Even though World Water
Day was months ago, there are still opportunities to get
involved in the fight against climate change from home.
One great resource comes directly from the Sisters of
Mercy, who launched the Mercy Earth Challenge this
year. This effort commemorates the fifth anniversary of Pope Francis’ Laudato Si: On Care for
Our Common Home, an encyclical he wrote intending to inspire people to take action by raising
awareness for environmental degradation and global warming. The Mercy Earth Challenge focuses on furthering the points made in the encyclical by shedding light on the work that still needs to
be done to protect Mother Earth. The challenge began on April 22, the 50th anniversary of Earth
Day, and will continue through Lent 2021. It is divided into six “seasons” (Earth Day, summer,
Season of Creation, Advent, New Year’s Resolution, and Lent) that all have different themes
centered around Mother Earth. The challenge involves both personal and communal action, so it
is easily adaptable to social distancing, and anyone can sign up by email on the Sisters of Mercy
of the Americas website. As part of the Circle of Mercy, this is the perfect opportunity for both
students and faculty to support the Critical Concern for Earth and help protect our planet.
So, especially during a time when we feel physically separated, participating in events such as
World Water Day and the Mercy Earth Challenge is a great way to remember that there is still one
thing that globally unites us all - Mother Earth.

A Message to the Class of 2021:
Words of Advice from Mercy Seniors
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By Grace Kurzweil
In the midst of the coronavirus pandemic, many people put on a brave face and say, “We’re
making history!” If this is true, then a very important part of that history is the experience of
Mercy’s senior class of 2020. The seniors have experienced managing college applications and
schoolwork, and they have also made college decisions from their own homes during quarantine.
When asked for advice on college applications, many seniors begin not by talking about their
experience in the college application process, but by reminding the current junior class to cherish
every moment of senior year. Emily Tabone recalls, “Senior year will be a lot of lasts, but it is
also the time of a new beginning. Yes, it’s sad, but it’s also so exciting and fun!” Focusing on the
special moments and opportunities to grow and unify as a class has helped many seniors to fully
treasure their final year at Mercy. Paige Eaton also expresses the importance of making every effort to attend as many
senior events as possible, even if this meant stepping out
of her comfort zone. She adds, “It might be different next
year, but do your best to participate as much as possible. I
know that since I’m missing out on so much, I am glad I
was so much more active at events this year. And if you can
attend the lock-in and Spirit Day, truly get some sleep…”
Incoming seniors, staying healthy and getting enough sleep
each night will help you to have more energy to spend time
with friends, stay positive, and keep an open mind. Juliana
Falcón has a similar perspective, stating, “I know you've
heard it all before— ‘senior year flies by,’ or ‘it'll be over
before you know it’—but it's true. It really does fly by. I
cannot stress how important it is that you cherish the people
around you.”
So how do you navigate the college application process
on top of schoolwork, extracurriculars, and cherishing time
with family and friends? Tabone’s first piece of advice is to
put plenty of time and effort into applications, but to finish
them early so as to avoid cramming before the deadline. Staying on top of deadlines is a recipe
for better health, improved time management skills, and more time available to relax and spend
time doing activities you love. Equally as important, Eaton advises, “Colleges are not trying
to fail you. As long as you are honest and complete your application well, they will give you a
chance.” To avoid becoming anxious and adding stress to your senior year, Julia Andreach adds,
“Think of this time as a gift. One of the biggest things I have learned from this pandemic is to not
take things for granted.” Almost every student has had that day (or days) when they wake up and
simply do not feel like going to school. Staying calm and reminding yourself of the gift of your
school, your friends, your family, and your teachers will help you to better understand the support
you have during the college application process. Falcón also offers some specific advice on how
to navigate the college search as well, saying, “Whether you are able to make it to the campus for

a tour or not, one of the best pieces of advice I can offer is to reach out directly to the college admissions team (through email, phone calls, etc.) to ask questions directly to them. Starting a conversation with the team is a great way for them to see your name before your application comes
in and demonstrates your interest in their school. Online conferences or sessions are another great
way to "see" staff members while they have availability to take questions. Any events—whether
in school or online—that you can attend are great ways to show you are interested in the school.”
Another layer to college applications is considering participating in collegiate sports. Planning
to attend the University of Notre Dame in the fall and play for their tennis team, Andreach recalls,
“For me the biggest thing was getting my name out there. I sent my first video to a list of college
coaches (some very highly ranked and others not) so that
they were familiar with my name. They don’t necessarily
start watching or contacting you until your junior year, so
it’s nice to get your name out before then. During junior
year, I think the most important thing is to keep them
updated. They obviously don’t know much about you if the
contact is new, so creating a good and trusting relationship
with them from the start can go a long way.” Kathryn Strait
will also be playing tennis when she attends St. John Fisher
College in the fall. Strait states that she didn’t really know
where she wanted to go to college until January of her
senior year, and she learned during this time not to rush into
any decisions. Strait suggests, “This is about where you
want to be the next four years, not anyone else. This place
will be your new home. It's important to make sure that
the campus, the values, and the community really resonate
with you. Making a choice for a name doesn't mean much
if you're not happy, and that's what I realized. If a coach is
giving you some very good offers, listen to them, and take
them into consideration.”
Even with their visions for senior year disrupted by quarantine, the class of 2020 overwhelmingly expressed their appreciation for their teachers and classmates, the entire Circle of Mercy,
and the values instilled within them while at Mercy. Andreach was very touched by the effort the
Circle of Mercy went to in order to “make sure the seniors feel appreciated. I wouldn’t be the
person I am today without Mercy, my teachers, and especially my class.” Strait also expresses that
“Mercy has taught me the foundation of faith and what it means to give back with service. You're
also going to need that in life, and it's important to hold on to it. Senior year will be that time of
closure you'll get from your teacher and everyone, and those last moments with them will have a
special place in your heart.”

“This is about where you
want to be for the next four
years, not anyone else. It’s
important to ensure the
campus, the values, and the
community really resonate
with you.”

AP Exams 2020: Overview and Mercy-Style
By Emma Raymond

By Olivia Storti

During the school year, AP students put forth a substantial amount of effort and time toward
achieving success in their AP classes in order to perform well on their exams in May. This year,
there have been adjustments due to these new circumstances. College Board came up with many
ways to make the exam accessible and similar in difficulty when compared to previous years. Having set up a YouTube channel with livestreams and information about the format of the new exams,
students were able to access summaries of topics covered on the exams at no cost. In addition,
College Board held a practice exam (“demo”) a couple of days before the exam to help students
troubleshoot in the process of submitting the exam correctly and in a timely manner on the device
of choice.
They also provided course-specific checklists for students to properly prepare for their exam
day. The exams themselves were completely free response based, consisting of either one essay or a
couple of free response questions. All of these took place in 45 minutes with five additional minutes
allotted for attaching and submitting work. The exams were also be open notes, textbook, and
Internet. The College Board assured students that they had implemented ways to detect cheating.
This included detecting plagiarism and verifying honest work using teachers as a cross reference.
Teachers who had students taking the exam in May were sent their students’ responses in order to
make sure that the work submitted is typical of the student. With this in mind, colleges are very
open to accepting 2020 scores on the exams and weighing them just as they have in years past.
Both the College Board and colleges throughout the nation have tried their hardest to accommodate
for the current circumstances and give every student a chance to showcase their hard work.

In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, at home learning was extended through the end
of the 2020 school year. Many Advanced Placement (AP) students have wondered how
this change will be affecting their studies for the rest of the year. Teachers at Mercy have
worked tirelessly to ensure that AP classes prepared students for the recent AP examinations.
Due to the pandemic, AP exams’ lengths were shortened, with the eighth and ninth units
being taken off of most of the exams. The format of the exams also changed. All of the AP
exams were 45 minute web-based free response questions. The specific format differed for
each subject, for example, social studies exams had a single document based question to
respond to in an essay. While the curricula required to take these exams were shortened,
many teachers at Mercy have committed to teaching the same amount of information
regardless of the new requirements. For most classes, this means preparing students for the
exams, then spending the rest of the year covering the units not explicitly covered on the
exam. Additionally, some classes are engaging in review, practice questions, and seminars.
AP teachers at Mercy are committed to teaching the material that will not be present
on the exam, which for most classes means the final two units. Thus, some teachers have
reorganized their curriculum in order to create enough time to cover the material. Additionally, most teachers established class time in order to explain the format of the exams and
prepare students for taking online AP exams.

A Brief History of International Day for Racial
Discrimination

By Olivia Storti

International Day for Elimination of Racial Discrimination
occurs each year on March 21. On this day in 1960, 69 people
were killed at a peaceful demonstration in Sharpeville, South
Africa by police. This solemn day recognizes the lives of those
lost in this horrific massacre. This year, the United Nations has
dedicated this day to the midterm review of the International
Decade for the People of African Descent. This was undertaken
by the Human Rights Council in Geneva at the 43rd session. A
review of the actions taken occurs, wherein further actions will
be decided upon.
In 1979, the General Assembly began to undertake actions
to support the second half of the Decade for Action to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination. This year, the week of
March 21 was set aside for solidarity for those facing racism
and discrimination. Since the creation of this time of solidarity,
they have dismantled the apartheid system in South Africa, and
racist laws and practices have been abolished in several countries. The United Nations is still committed to the equality of all
peoples, regardless of skin color, in all countries worldwide.

On this day in South Africa, Human Rights Day is celebrated
as a public holiday. This day is observed annually to commemorate that lives of the people of South Africa who fought and died
for democracy and equal rights during Apartheid. Apartheid
was a political system of institutionalized racial segregation that
occurred in South and Southwest Africa (now Namibia) from
1948 until the early 1990s. This racist institution was based on
policies of white supremacy that ensured that the white population, though the minority in South African countries, would be
politically, socially, and economically more powerful than the
African majority population. White citizens had higher status
and more rights than black citizens. Citizens were required to
register to vote by their race, physical space was required to
separate people of different races, and mixed marriages were
prohibited. These laws are just a few among many hateful laws
meant to undermine the role and power of black citizens in
South Africa.
Today, this commemoration is not only an opportunity for
the UN to gather healing, protective policies for the sake of

equality. This is a day wherein all citizens of the world can
solemnly remember the horrors of the past and vow to commit to a more equal future. This is a day where citizens in the
United States, for example, can look critically at the racism that
is still prevalent in American society today; incarceration rates,
gun violence statistics, and anecdotal information all demonstrate that while laws no longer necessarily prohibit equality,
societal trends do. This is a day where all people, regardless of
race, should be able to look into the world and seek justice by
acknowledging injustice, and a day where those who hold privilege can seek ways to use that privilege to better the world. On
this day, in order to honor the suffering of those who suffered
under Apartheid, all citizens of the world must commit to equality to ensure that human suffering on the basis of race never
occurs in such as way as it did in the Apartheid, and to ensure
that injustice occurring in the present will not be tolerated or
permitted to prevail.
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Senior Ball
Five Things to Know
About the Class of 2020
Graduation Ceremony
By Mackenzie Yaddaw

By Grace Kurzweil

1) Will a graduation ceremony be held to celebrate Mercy seniors? Yes!
With many special events, such as May Day and Arts Fest, being reorganized as virtual
celebrations, the question arises: What will happen to the time-honored traditions of senior
graduation and Rose Mass? Both ceremonies will be held to celebrate to honor and celebrate
seniors’ important accomplishments.
2) Will the graduation ceremony be in-person or virtual?
Mrs. Hentschke, Mrs. Caston, and the Mercy administration have been working to find
ways in which to creatively organize the graduation ceremony to be memorable and special
for everyone in the class of 2020. While they do not know yet if graduation will be held
in-person or virtual, it is their hope to be able to hold an in-person ceremony and “to honor as
many graduation traditions as possible while keeping everyone safe.”
3) So what will happen at the graduation ceremony?
It would be ideal to hold graduation at the Eastman Theater for graduates to gather with
their families and classmates and process down the Eastman Theater aisle in the footsteps of
so many Mercy alumnae. While a virtual Mercy graduation ceremony will be unprecedented,
it holds true that Mercy seniors will be celebrated as a special class in Mercy history, and
every attempt will be made to make it just as meaningful to seniors and their families.

As the last dance for seniors before leaving for college, the Senior Ball has always been a
beloved and long-awaited tradition. It’s often a night of memories and dancing with friends before
the end of high school. However, this year, due to regulations put in place to prevent the spread of
COVID-19, the Senior Ball has been postponed. While this is obviously saddening news, it will
help keep everyone safe and healthy in these uncertain times.
In good news, the Senior Ball has been rescheduled to August 5, although this is later than
originally planned. Our seniors will still get their night of sparkling dresses and dancing to always
remember.

Can You Guess the
Mercy Teacher?
By Lola DeAscentiis and Emma Raymond
When I was a kid I liked to skate on
the Irondequoit Bay!
For four months, a tiny island in Scotland is where I would work and stay.
I was a recording engineer at Eastman
back in the day.

4) Seniors, are you looking for some creative ways to celebrate graduation at home?
Do you want to celebrate your accomplishments at the end of the year before attending the
rescheduled graduation ceremony? Here are a few ideas:
a) Bake a graduation cake with your friends (connecticutchildrens.org).
b) Dress up for graduation, arrange a Google meet or zoom call with a group of your classmates, and take pictures of everyone in the meeting. Then, you can create a graduation collage
with these pictures to treasure for years to come.
c) Do you have favorite memories with some of your classmates who you’ve known for
a long time? Put together a video with all of these special moments and share it with your
classmates, or watch it together in a virtual meeting.
d) Thank your teachers. Thank all of your family members, friends, and mentors who
turned your ring after the Junior Ring Ceremony, and those who attended Golden Mass and
May Day with you.
e) Do you remember the Mercy alumnae who were seniors when you were freshmen?
Reach out to those alumnae who first introduced you to Mercy and take some time to reconnect with them virtually! These are the young women who are now juniors in college and may
potentially begin their senior year online.
5) What is Mercy waiting for before finalizing a new graduation ceremony?
New York State has established guidelines for reopening businesses and schools as the
spread of the coronavirus begins to lessen. The phases of this reopening process allow very
little contact with others and large crowds. Mrs. Hentschke and Mercy’s administration are
closely following the progress of these phases. Determining the date for graduation will be
dependent on continuing the reopening process and achieving enough decrease in the spread
of the pandemic by August that the graduation ceremony may be scheduled.
Congratulations from The Quill staff to Mercy’s class of 2020! The Circle of Mercy is so
proud of your accomplishments, patience, and resiliency during this time!

I like to read, it fills me with glee!
If Hamilton’s your favorite, I agree!
My name will change soon, just wait and see!

I’ve been playing tennis since I was nine,
Wimbledon is where I wanted to be!
I like to write poetry in my garden, sometimes
even to the trees!
I attended Mercy in high school; Mercedes
and tennis were for me!
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May Day: A Virtual Celebration of Joy
By Grace Kurzweil

As Mercy students sit secluded in their homes separated from their friends and teachers, it
comes to mind how different the current global situation is from the day when Mary, hearing the
news that her cousin Elizabeth was expecting a child, hurried to Elizabeth’s home to share her joy.
Yet even though the Circle of Mercy was apart for the celebration of this year’s cherished May
Day ceremony on the morning of May 22, they were able to experience the time-honored tradition
virtually. Together, the Mercy administration, Sister Pat Beairsto, and the May Court worked to
put together a beautiful celebration of the crowning of the statue of Mary from their homes. The
May Court consisted of May Queen Laura Giugno; Crown Bearer Judith Lanahan; Proclamator
Trinity Roman-Preston; Senior Honor Attendants Paige Spiehler and Juliana Falcón; and Junior
Honor Attendants Clare Adams, Lucia Lanahan, Reilly Refermat, and Christine Seeger. According
to Dr. Kilbridge, these young women were selected by their classmates as examples of the faith,
courage, integrity, and compassion demonstrated by Mary.
Reflecting on the values of Mary, Laura Giugno found herself inspired by the joy of Mary. It
is this power of joy along with love and humility which sustained Mary as she raised Jesus, her
son, and watched as He died on the cross to share a similar love with the world. In the words of

Giugno, “Control is so often coveted and pursued in our world today, but Mary’s story reminds us
of the difficult truth that we cannot control the world. During this global period of uncertainty, I
think that we all want to fix things. I know that I have been restless with a desire to do something,
with a wish that I had the power to restore the old days—our previous normal. I am sure that
many of you have been feeling a similar longing. But Mary shows us that we don’t have control.
She teaches us to give up that quest for control and be at peace with the uncertain.”
Beauty is a similar world value to power, defined by popular trends and stereotypes. But
Giugno gently reminds the Mercy community that “Mary was beautiful, not because of wealth,
worldly power, or physical appearance. Mary was beautiful because she was humble, because she
was loving, and because of her joy.”
As the month of May, Mary’s month, concludes, perhaps quarantine may provide the Mercy
community with an opportunity to reconnect with Mary and exemplify her humble joy and love.
Giugno reminds everyone, “Mary is offering a new answer to that eternal question of life: Live
with joy and trust in God. Joy is just as contagious as any pathogen, and, with joy, anything can
be possible.”

Pandemic Impacts Spring Sports Season
By Isabela Mulcahy

March is ordinarily the start of the spring sport season as
athletes anxiously await the warmer weather and their respective competitions. This March, however, COVID-19 did not
allow for the beginning of spring sports, as the transition to
online learning occurred during the same time that sports were
slated to begin. Coaches were then left to reimagine the beginning of their seasons, while holding out hope that an in-person
season would still be possible. One of the largest concerns, as
expressed by students on the Track and Field Team, was lacking
a connection between athletes or camaraderie among the team.
The new, virtual seasons did allow athletes to stay connected,

while also training and preparing them for the possibility of
games or meets later in the spring. Throughout March and
April, coaches shared workouts on Google Classroom and some
teams, such as the lacrosse team, participated in workout videos
together. Ms. Trost, the head coach of the Track and Field Team,
focused on building up the team’s strength, speed, and endurance, hoping that if the team was able to begin having in-person
practices and meets towards the end of the season, the athletes
would be well-conditioned. Unfortunately, the extension of
online learning through the end of the school year altered these
plans. In spite of the disappointing news that the track team

would not have the opportunity to run together this year, the
coaches and athletes continue to show their dedication to this
sport. Shortly after the announcement about the school year was
made, Coach Trost shared a heartfelt message with her team.
She encouraged all to stay as connected as possible by sharing
their ideas for workouts and different runs with her and their
teammates. Though the pandemic prevented an in-person season
from taking place, coaches remain dedicated to their athletes
and athletes remain dedicated to their sport, looking forward to
when all can practice together once again.

Seniors Participate in
At-Home Decision Day
By Mackenzie Yaddaw

As sad as we are to see our seniors leave soon, we wish them luck on their next journey in
college! Thank you to the seniors who shared pictures with us featuring their favorite merch
from their future school. We are proud of each of their accomplishments and hard work that
has taken them to where they are today. We wish you well, seniors!
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National Honor Society Induction Update
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By Isabela Mulcahy

Induction into the Catherine McAuley Chapter of the National Honor Society is a time-honored tradition. This ceremony is a
celebration of the students’ work that exemplifies the Four Pillars of
NHS: scholarship, leadership, service, and character. The induction
occurs each year in March in the Motherhouse Chapel; however,
with the recent turn of events and the shift to online learning, the
induction ceremony has yet to occur. While Mercy’s faculty and
staff continue to work tirelessly to reschedule events that have been
affected by COVID-19, plans are also being worked out in order to
provide members of NHS with an induction ceremony. As online
learning has been extended until the end of the school year, new
senior members will be unable to return to school to be inducted prior
to the tentatively scheduled graduation in August. In order for seniors

to have the opportunity to be welcomed into National Honor Society,
a virtual induction has been scheduled for May 27. The logistics of
this ceremony are still being developed, but all are hopeful that this
will be a wonderful induction for the seniors. For the new junior NHS
members, scheduled to return to school in September, there will be
an induction ceremony on September 30; this ceremony will be able
to follow the format from past ceremonies, according to Mrs. Kvam,
the moderator of Mercy’s chapter of the National Honor Society. The
shift to online learning has caused many changes within the Mercy
community; nevertheless, all are committed to ensuring that members
of the Catherine McAuley chapter of the National Honor Society
receive an induction ceremony to celebrate their commitment to the
Four Pillars of NHS.

Message to the Monarch

Update! NHS Induction did
occur and was fantastic! See
the livestream video on Mercy’s
YouTube page.

Dear Monarch... The school year is ending and I won’t be able to say goodbye to my friends and teachers. What should I do to let them know how grateful that I am for them and to send some cheer?
Sincerely, A Ray of sunshine
Dear Sunshine,
What a great question! During these uncertain times, and especially since we will not be able to return to the building before the school year ends, it is so important to spread joy and acknowledge
the impact our friends and teachers have had. A great summer activity with your friends is old-fashioned letter writing! Consider exchanging addresses with some of your friends and sending some
handwritten letters their way. Drive-bys are also always a great way to let your friends know that you are thinking of them. Perhaps on the last day of school, you might consider getting together six
feet apart at the end of a friend’s driveway.
As for how to thank teachers, I think that a heartfelt email is always a great way to go. Teachers have been working really hard to continue instruction online so students can still learn the curriculum and don’t fall behind. Everyone is communicating through email nowadays, so why not send some expression of gratitude to your teacher’s inbox to brighten up the avalanche of messages they
are likely getting.
Whatever you decide to do, remembering that spreading joy and counting your blessings is more important than ever during this time. The administrators and teachers have been a blessing to all
their students during this time! Spreading joy is one of the best things that we can do. And don’t forget to reach out to your older relatives who have to be especially vigilant about social distancing.
Whatever you do, have a great rest of the school year!

Famous Athletes at Home
By Lola DeAscentiis

Even though social distancing requires staying home, it
is still possible to stay active during this unprecedented time.
While exercising alone can feel isolating, many professional
athletes have reassuringly been reminding their fans that everyone is in this together. Many of them have even been sharing
their tips on how to continue enjoying physical activity and
sports at home.
One athlete who has been especially encouraging is former
U.S. tennis player Billie Jean King, who won 39 Grand Slam titles and was named the world’s number one professional tennis
player during her career. Now, at 76 years old, King has taken
to social media to encourage people to remain active during this
challenging stay at home order. In her videos, she remains positive and shows viewers how to brush up on their tennis skills
indoors. Not only this, but she is encouraging others to stay safe
and adhere to the COVID-19 safety guidelines by posting about
her walks, where she makes a point to be properly masked and
maintain a safe distance from others. But even more importantly, King is using her position as a well-known and respected
athlete to honor and help others. As a resident of New York
City, she makes a point of saluting essential workers from her
balcony every night as they commute home and shares about it
to encourage others to do the same. She is even auctioning off a
VIP trip to the U.S. Open at the Billie Jean King National Ten-

nis Center, which currently serves as a temporary hospital, and
will be giving 100% of the proceeds to COVID-19 relief efforts.
But King is not the only tennis player who is using social
media to unite others. Grand Slam Title winning sisters Venus
and Serena Williams have not only been donating to relief
efforts, but are offering free online workouts as well. The sisters
have made a habit of creating fun and engaging workouts live
from their backyard, where anyone can join in and interact with
them in real-time through comments.
However, many also look to sports as a form of entertainment and, with most televised athletic events postponed or
canceled, this can be hard to come by. That’s why basketball
player Crissa Ace is also using the Internet as a tool to interact
with and entertain fans. As a member of the Harlem Globetrotters, Ace is best known for her incredible ball-handling talents
and dribbling tricks. So, by making videos of some of her most
famous moves and learning new tricks, she is simultaneously
entertaining viewers and inspiring them to share their own
unique talents.
Unfortunately, the millions of people across the world who tune
in to watch the Olympics every four years recently received
the bad yet necessary news about the postponement of the
2020 Summer games. While this is definitely for the better, this
long-awaited event will be missed. Therefore, it comes as no

surprise the Olympian Megan Rapinoe has also joined in on
the social media action. As captain of the U.S. women’s soccer
team, Rapinoe has been a role model for countless young female athletes, whom she inspires through both her sport and her
activism. So while the pandemic may be putting a pause on the
Olympics, it surely isn’t stopping her from inspiring others. As
always, Rapinoe is putting a smile on many faces by interacting
with fans through livestreams and reminding them that staying
fit is still possible. She has even posted clips of her video chats
with other groundbreaking athletes and activists to encourage
others to stay connected during this difficult time. But, as an
athlete who was looking forward to competing in the Olympics. Rapinoe also understands how distressing it can be to put
much anticipated plans on pause. That is why she participated
in “Graduate Together” on May 16, a virtual event hosted by
fellow athlete Lebron James to honor and celebrate the class of
2020.
Obviously, it’s not only famous athletes who have had their
seasons canceled. Across the world, millions of high school,
college, and professional athletes are experiencing the same
thing. While this may seem disheartening, these athletes are
showing that it is possible to stand together while apart. Plus,
for more inspiration, you can visit the OLM Athletics twitter
page to learn about Mercy’s very own senior athletes!

May Book Review
In light of recent events, students have found a lot more free time
in their day. What better way to fill that time than with reading? A great
book to read if you don’t want anything too difficult is Pictures of Hollis
Woods by Patricia Reilly Giff. With only 166 pages and a large font,
it’s a nice book to sit down and read in one sitting. It tells the tale of an
orphan named Hollis Woods who is trying to find herself while helping
an elderly lady along the way. The story is told in both the past and
the present, with a subchapter between each chapter telling of her past

foster family that she grew to love. It ends with a heartwarming family
photo that ties it all together in perfect synergy. Another good book, if
short stories aren’t your cup of tea, is Home of the Brave by Katherine
Applegate. Home of the Brave tells a story many can love if they appreciate poetry. These two books, though short, are a great way to keep up
literacy rates, and entertain yourself during quarantine. The time passes
by while reading them, and there is nothing to lose from picking up a
good book every once in a while.

Arts Fest Carries On
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By Katherine Longuil

By Olivia Storti

Arts Fest is a Mercy tradition that brings
students together to celebrate the creative gifts
of the Mercy community. Yearly, students and
faculty gather in the auditorium and gymnasium
to watch as community members and students
share their talents. However, given the current
pandemic, at-home learning will continue until
the end of the year, and in order to prevent the
spread of the virus, this event will not be held
in person. Nonetheless, the show must go on!
Therefore, this year’s Arts Fest celebration will
be virtual!
Faculty members have worked to ensure
that this year's Arts Fest will be memorable and
enjoyable. Thus, the process for Arts Fest will

be similar to previous years: students will have
an opportunity to sign up for auditions. Instead
of auditioning live for a panel as in previous
years, students will submit a video of themselves showcasing their talent. If it is approved,
it will be added to an online forum, which will
most likely be a Google site. Once all of the
video submissions are in a forum, students will
be able to view the performances on Arts Fest,
which will be held on May 29.
In these uncertain times, all members of the
Mercy community need some joy. Though we
cannot come together to experience the joy of
Arts Fest in person, we can still experience joy
from the safety of our homes.

Update! Arts Fest occurred and
was awesome! All of the talent is
available to watch over again. Be
sure to share the Arts Fest Google
Classroom (code 6q742q7) with
your parents so they can witness
the amazing talent at the school.

Dr. Kilbridge Gives Statement on
Transitioning to Online Learning
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By Laura Giugno

The transition to online learning seemed abrupt to the student body, but was rapid compared
to many of the other high schools in Rochester. With just one day taken off to allow students and
teachers to make final preparations, learning was able to quickly continue at Our Lady of Mercy.
Despite the seemingly abrupt nature of the switch to much of the student body, the preparations
began taking place in late February and were enhanced by the knowledge of Mercy’s principal,
Dr. Kilbridge, from his research three years prior. Kilbridge wrote his doctoral thesis on the
subject of online learning. Below is a statement by Dr. Kilbridge on Mercy’s transition to online
learning and how his previous research informed the current model of Mercy’s online learning.
“We began planning very early. I was at a MESA (Mercy Education System of the Americas)
Leadership Forum in Atlanta in late February when I read that Japan was closing its schools for
a month in response to the coronavirus epidemic. I knew it was only a matter of time before we
might need to take such steps, so I began working with Mrs. Horn, Dr. Diodato, and Mr. Saputo
to lay out a contingency plan in the event of a long-term closing.
When I wrote my dissertation three years ago to earn my doctorate, I was focusing on how
small and rural schools could take advantage of online learning to enhance their course offerings through blended learning. There were several important studies whose results informed my
approach then and contributed to critical decisions in late February.
•

•
•

•

First, online learning is usually conducted on a student’s own time and he or she rarely,
if ever, interacts with the instructor. This is called asynchronous learning, because the instruction and learning don’t happen at the same time. Because the teacher is not present
with the students, the rigor of online instruction is generally weaker, especially in terms
of developing higher order thinking, such as analysis, evaluation, and synthesis.
Not only is higher order thinking missing, but even the basic instruction can be accompanied by frustration, anxiety, and confusion when students’ questions about tasks can’t
be answered immediately.
As you can imagine, asynchronous online learning is also a depersonalized experience
that limits the human interaction that we find so valuable to our Mercy community.
There is no or little direct communication with the teacher or with peers, except maybe
in group forums.
Lastly, purely online courses are notorious for their high dropout rate, largely because of
a lack of external discipline and accountability. This is true even in adult online courses.

So, in my mind, there was never a question about whether we would approach our online
experience other than to draw upon our set routines and provide synchronous instruction to the
extent we could. We wanted our students and teachers to engage with one another in the learning
process in a manner that as closely as possible mirrored our in-school experience.

OLM Observations
By Laura Giugno

Happy, happy birthday to all of you May and summer birthdays in the Mercy community!
Although this might not be the birthday that you had planned, rest assured you will still have
plenty of opportunities to do fun things this month!
If you were born in May, then this is the month for you to lead your household. After all,
Catherine the Great was born in May as well. Be careful when trying to expand your boundaries though. The neighbors might not be satisfied by the explanation that you needed a warm
water port when they find you sitting by their pond. Perhaps you would rather leave the expansion for another day and instead hold your own birthday Breakfast at Tiffany’s. You might
no longer be able to go on a Roman Holiday but you can still channel the grace and style of
Audrey Hepburn, a May baby, all month! In fact, there is no better time to sing out “I Could
Have Danced All Night”, Eliza Doolittle style. If you want to sing, but not dance, you will be
happy to know that Adele is also born in May.
For all of you June birthdays, next month is going to be a great one for you! If you want
to be a good ole American hero and soldier, then you’ll be happy to know that Chris Evans is
born in June! Yes, it will also be a good month for sweaters and puppies (hopefully no more
snow, though!). Or perhaps you want to visit Leslie Knope and perform some of your tunes
for her. If starting a band is your dream, then you will be pleased (or less than please, depending on what you thought of his music), to know that the “Parks and Recreation” actor, Chris
Pratt, was born in June. If you prefer some Momma Mia style sing alongs and showtunes,
then fear not! This is the perfect month to channel your inner Meryl Streep! After all, she was
born in June as well.
If you have a July birthday, then fear not! There will be plenty of magic in store throughout the month. In fact, some of the magic might be actual, literal magic. Fancy a butterbeer,
anyone? After all, both J. K. Rowling and Harry Potter were born in July. If you prefer your
adventures to be in Outer Space, rather than the corridors of a castle, then don’t worry and get
ready for lightspeed, Chewie, because Harrison Ford was also born in July. “I know,” it’s so
exciting. If you’d rather build a snowman, that’s okay. There might not be a lot of snow on
the ground (we hope) but there might still be the power to make it happen. After all, Kristen
Bell, who plays Anna in Frozen, was born in July and she might have some sway in the winter weather department.
If you are born in August, there is quite a but in store for you as well! This is the perfect
month if you are thinking of starting an all girls acapella group. Just channel Anna Kendrick,
the star of Pitch Perfect and sing away. If you want to see if you are worthy, wield a hammer,
and cause some lightning to strike, then I have some good news for you! Chris Hemsworth
was born in August, so there
has never been a better time
to strap on a cap and test
your flying abilities. If you’d
prefer to test your archery
skills, you will likely be met
with great success in August.
After all, Jennifer Lawrence,
famous for her role in The
Hunger Games, seems to be
more than skilled with a bow
and arrow as Katniss, and she
is also born in August.
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In order to accomplish this, we knew there were several things we would need to accomplish
quickly. Among those, we needed to clarify for teachers the difference between direct and indirect
instruction and give them permission to pursue each based on their own family circumstances, we
needed to reassert our expectations regarding academic standards, assessment, and grading, we
needed to provide support and resources to teachers for the transition to online instruction, and
we needed to be sure all our teachers and students had internet connectivity.
We also established a roll-out timeline and communications plan that included sharing the
plan with faculty by March 6, informing parents that plans are being developed, giving the faculty an opportunity to share resources within departments, providing training in Google Meet, and
having teachers review their class procedures for online learning on March 13.
We also began to consider how we could ensure that our sense of community was sustained.
I asked Mrs. Whipple to develop a new homeroom procedure and she quickly enlisted the help
of Mrs. Cady and Sr. Pat to establish a routine that would help keep us together. Later it became
apparent that we needed to pay special attention to our seniors who were missing out on some of
those events that we traditionally celebrate, so Mrs. Whipple now leads a Senior Experience team
to come up with new ways to celebrate our seniors.
Seamless as our transition has been, there has been much work behind the scenes to adjust to
this new approach to learning. I credit our faculty for responding so generously and creatively to
this challenge and our students with demonstrating remarkable resilience and good spirit throughout. We have learned a lot in these months and made adjustments to account for these learnings.
As individuals and collectively, we proceed by reflecting on our experience and acting in ways
that are informed by that reflection. That is how we grow. We have all grown much in these last
few months.
Throughout this process, there were other, non-academic considerations taking place. We
had three additional teams looking at Medical/Health, Sanitizing, and Gathering/Travel/Closing.
These teams not included members of the faculty and staff, but experts in their fields. Especially
critical were the insights of Dr. Colleen Davis, a member of our Board of Trustees and Chief of
Pediatric Emergency Medicine at URMC. President Baker and Mr. Carro, our Vice President for
External Affairs, were instrumental in processing information and communicating with our community. When I say that this was a team effort, it truly was and it continues to be. We now have
task forces focused on other critical issues such as finance and re-opening the school.
If I could just say one thing to our girls, it would be thank you for embracing this model
from the outset. It can’t have been easy to adapt to this new approach. It certainly doesn’t match
the great experience we have when we are all together at Mercy, but I am confident that you are
getting the best education possible under these circumstances. If you ever have problems, please
reach out to your teachers and counselors who are here to support you and are learning and growing right alongside you.”

Indoor Varsity Track
By Frankie Larry

Prior to COVID-19, Our Lady of Mercy’s varsity indoor track team had an exciting season
and a great performance. The indoor team trained hard, performing so well they were welcomed
to the New York State Championships. A great deal of training led to Mercy’s entrance to NYC,
where the varsity team performed live on television. The season started around early November,
right after the end of the soccer season. Track practices varied, on some days the team would
work in the Fitness Center, doing different exercises that included box jumps or planks. Other
days were spent working on individual events, the team splitting into groups to work on their
respective races. Reaction speed and proper form were also worked on. Mercy’s first indoor meet
was on December 13th at Brockport College. The varsity indoor track team performed stunningly
well. Polly Bogdan earned 1st place running the Girls 600 Meter Run with a time of 1:45.08,
Emma DeJoy earned 3rd place with a time of 5:19.64 for the Girls 1500 Meter Run, and Shannon
Trevor, running the Girls 3000 Meter Run, came in at 1st timing 10:40.65. These were a few of
the superb times set by the Mercy team, these times being just the beginning of the varsity team’s
journey to States. The team handled being thrust into a new environment well when they arrived
in NYC. Not only was the team in a whole different city, but the track itself was a change that had
to be adjusted to. The track was banked, meaning the surface sloped upward towards the outer
edge of a curve, which made it easier to run around. Though for so many different changes and a
sudden new environment, the girls ran their races with a confident stride. Mercy earned 1st place
in the Girls 1600 Relay, the team comprised of Trevor, Sullivan, Bogdan, Lanahan, Cavatassi,
Lanahan. With the standard time run being 4:06.94, the Mercy 1600 Relay team clocked in at
4:10.69. Judith Lanahan ran the Girls 600 Run with a time of 1:36.06, the standard time being
1:38.74; Lanahan earned 2nd place. These few excellent times show that Mercy’s varsity indoor
track team had an exciting season, one fueled with much effort and great teamwork. The girls of
the varsity indoor track team completed many feats and showed big improvement by the end of
the season. They were able to finish strong, experiencing many joys throughout the indoor track
season.

The New Technology
Process
By Emma Raymond

Now that classes have completely transitioned online, there is more room for issues to come
up with the devices provided to students. Our Surfaces and Chromebooks are being used for
longer hours and with more intense applications. This includes Google Meets and Zoom sessions
along with new testing options. Whether this be more frequent needs for batteries, repairs, or new
questions the Mercy Tech department is here to help! Mr. Saputo, Mrs. Lose, and Mr. Tiffany
have worked hard to provide students with resources and help away from the building. They can
be reached through email support@mercyhs.com or over the phone at 585-288-7120 x306. As
of right now, they have taken care of over 450 cases and are ready to help anyone else in need of
assistance. Thank you to the Tech department for their hard work and diligence in this situation
where their work is most needed.

Remembering Suzanne Johnston
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By Lola De Ascentiis

“As a Mercy graduate, steeped in the tradition and values
of Mercy, I believe providing a quality education for all young
people, regardless of their circumstances, is the greatest civil
rights issue of our time.”- Suzanne Klingler Johnston ‘61.
When it comes to the Mercy community, many would say that
there is nobody as influential as Suzanne Johnston. Known for
her warm smile and welcoming spirit, Johnston truly embodied the qualities of a Mercy girl during her 14-year tenure as
the school’s President and beyond. From building meaningful
relationships with students to pioneering the International
Student Program, her kindness and compassion were obvious to
everyone who crossed paths with her.
A natural-born leader, Johnston knew from a young age that
educational leadership was her calling. She attended both St.
Thomas the Apostle and Mercy, which is what inspired her to
eventually work in Catholic education, specifically. Johnston
had another early inspiration in her life, though. Just like some
of the most celebrated women in history (Susan B. Anthony,
Malala, etc.), she often commended her father, Joe Klingler,
for having tremendous faith in her and always kept a picture
of him on her desk. As the father of four girls, he believed his
daughters could do anything they put their minds to. Given her
astounding accomplishments and groundbreaking legacy, he
was right!
However, what many don’t know about Johnston is her
life and career prior to Mercy. After graduating from Nazareth
College with a BA in English 1966 and SUNY Brockport with
an M.S. in education in administration in 1975, Johnston began
working in the Rochester City School District. She started her
work at Wilson Magnet school in 1980, which was not doing
well at the time. But, as a true Mercy girl would, Johnston used
her incredible leadership ability, compassionate heart, and an
open mind to guide the school into a better place. After just
five years, Wilson recognized her fervent spirit and named her
principal. Under her leadership, Johnston implemented the International Baccalaureate study program and passed on her love
for education to her students, leading Wilson to become one

of the top schools in the nation. Though she rarely spoke of it
due to her humble nature, Wilson was even visited by President
George W. Bush during her time as principal.
But this was only the start for Johnston, who would continue to let her love for education and compassion for those in
need guide her. While she planned to retire and teach at St. John
Fisher on the side after leaving Wilson in 2002, she selflessly
accepted the title of President at Our Lady of Mercy, therefore continuing her legacy as a groundbreaking administrator.
During her 14 years at Mercy, Johnston led with both her head
and her heart. Her natural aptitude for educational leadership allowed Mercy to exponentially increase its enrollment, enhance
its STEM resources, adopt the College and Career Readiness
Standard, improve athletics, form the President’s Cabinet club,
and so much more. As a patron of the arts, she proudly led
Mercy in its remodeling of the Dismas Center for Performing
Arts as well.
But more than anything else, Johnston was extremely
dedicated to ensuring that all girls, despite their circumstances
and backgrounds, were given the same opportunity she had to
reach their full potential. This goes to show how deeply she
cared about building the leaders of tomorrow. Her dedication
and passion culminated in the International Student Program,
which aimed to bring refugees from war-torn countries into the
hospitable Mercy community. Johnston would often say that
this was one of the most rewarding and meaningful accomplishments of her career. That alone shows that she was a true model
of the Mercy spirit. Through all of this, she was able to build
deep and meaningful relationships with her students, making an
effort to keep in touch with many of them after retiring from her
presidency in 2018.
Those who had the privilege of calling Suzanne a friend
know that she approached every challenge with a sense of
perspective, faith, and humor. As she once said, “I am inspired
by my faith and the goodness I sense from people around me.
Through the years, I have learned to see the bigger picture.
Many times, people are not happy with the decisions I make,

but I have learned not to get caught up [in the little things] and
see the bigger picture instead.” It is quite evident that in her
nearly 77 years, she truly lived out these words. While she may
no longer be with Mercy, her selfless spirit lives on through the
countless lives she touched. Her legacy will remain a crucial
part of the circle of Mercy forever and her message of compassionate leadership will be carried out in the generations of Mercy girls who have been and will be affected by her life’s work.

The Suzanne Klingler Johnston ‘61
Scholarship Fund
By Lola DeAscentiis
In an effort to continue Suzanne Johnston’s vision of providing a Mercy education for young women in need, Mercy
has launched the Suzanne Klingler Johnston ‘61 Memorial Fund at the request of her loved ones. Mercy formally
stated that the scholarship “will provide financial assistance to students whose ability and spirit guide them to Mercy
but are restrained by financial need.” The fund has been growing rapidly and its many donors are a true embodiment of
Johnston’s selfless and compassionate soul. Just as she carried on the vision of Catherine McAuley, the fund’s recipients will carry on her tremendous spirit. For more information on how you can help keep Suzanne’s legacy alive, visit
mercyhs.com/suzanne.
Guess the Mercy Teachers Answers:
#1 Ms. Van Houten
#2 Ms. Woloshyn
#3 Mrs. Kurzweil
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Letter from the Editor
By Laura Giugno

May is finally here, bringing with it flowers and warm
breeze and that inexorable feeling of new beginnings. Unfortunately, with May fresh beginnings there is the unavoidable reality of goodbyes. I’ve spent seven Mays at Our Lady of Mercy,
seven years filled with friends and faith and traditions. Saying
goodbye as a senior is certainly difficult, made exponentially
more so by the reality that we won’t be able to savor our last
days wandering the hallowed halls of Mercy, wearing college
gear and celebrating memories as a class.
Despite all of this, the warm breeze and dandelions that
sprinkle my lawn serve as a reminder to feel gratitude. We live
in an uncertain time, but we are given the grace to get through
it. I know that I have been feeling particularly blessed to be a
part of the class of 2020, despite the abrupt goodbye, because
of my classmates. Over the years, the 151 girls that I’ve shared
classes, experiences, and stories with have each taught me how
to solve math problems and take Trost-style notes, how to laugh
and dance like there is no one watching, how to be a part of a
community of love and sisterhood. We are so blessed to have
that and I feel grateful each and every time I text a joke to a
friend, exchange recipes with another, and celebrate college
decisions as a group.
To the younger grades: soak up and appreciate every minute
of each other’s company. I promise you that seven years, six
years, four years, go by in heartbeat. Work hard and focus on
goals: things are much more attainable than they seem when
you put your mind to it. Trust that everything will work out-- I
promise that it does. Pray when you need guidance and lean on
each other. Don’t forget, in the midst of the stress and the work,
standardized tests, APs, college research, finals, to spend time
laughing with your friends and families. You will remember it
for much longer than a five on an AP. And don’t get drugged by
the drug of the everyday (I included this for you, Mr. Baynes-read Our Town and chat with Mr. Baynes if you want further

elaboration on this.) Go to senior retreat, go to class events
like spirit day, and trust Sr. Karlien when she says that you will
grow close as a class.
To my class: you are the most amazing young women I have
ever met. Together, we’ve conquered the Spirit Day dance, collected more cans than leagues under the sea (the food cupboard
won), cried on senior retreat, and learned what it truly means
to be a part of the Circle of Mercy. Go on, now, and do insane,
incredible, indescribable, inspiring things. And, please, come
back to tell us about all of them. This is not the end of senior
year that we desired, but I know that I wouldn’t ever choose
to be in another year, and wouldn’t trade the experiences and
friendships that we have for the world. I’ll never forget a single
one of you and you have all touched my heart and taught me,
leaving an indelible mark.
To Mercy teachers: the resilience and dedication to learning
that you show is what makes Mercy truly the best school in
Rochester. You care for each one of your students in an astounding, incredible way-- your hearts know no limits. As a society,
we don’t acknowledge often enough what an incredible impact
that teachers have in shaping young people, in bolstering them
and mentoring them and lifting them up. Each teacher impacts
hundreds of young lives-- the ripple effect is incredible.
And finally, to address this unique time: I have been thinking for quite a while about the crisis that we find ourselves in
and my grandmother. My grandmother was born at the beginning of the Great Depression and lived through World War II.
She is and remains the most positive, most resilient person that
I know. Her optimism never fails to amaze me. I think that this
was, in part, because she was like iron forged in fire and made
stronger through the times. This is what I wish for this generation, for our society as a whole, to take away from the times.
An unwavering commitment to optimism and the strength to get
through any challenge this next decade, this next century poses,

because we learned resilience from this crisis. I pray that we
will come from this crisis with a commitment to care for each
other and spread the light of Christ and hope of our common
humanity. Remember that we are united as a society far more
than petty differences divide us. Take heart… perhaps we will
end up like that great generation.
I’ve loved Our Lady of Mercy for seven years and I will
continue to carry it in my heart. I hope that you will all find
yourselves wandering the halls of Mercy, guided by the light of
Mary, as I have.

